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Abstract:
Although tremor is the most common movement disorder, there are few non-invasive
treatment options. Creating effective tremor suppression devices requires a knowledge of where
tremor originates mechanically (which muscles) and how it propagates through the limb (to
which degrees of freedom, DOF).
To simulate tremor propagation, we created a simple model of the upper limb, with
tremorogenic activity in the 15 major superficial muscles as inputs and tremulous joint
displacement in the 7 major DOF as outputs. The model approximated the muscle excitationcontraction dynamics, musculoskeletal geometry, and mechanical impedance of the limb.
From our simulations, we determined fundamental principles for tremor propagation: 1) The
distribution of tremor depends strongly on musculoskeletal dynamics. 2) The spreading of tremor
is due to inertial coupling (primarily) and musculoskeletal geometry (secondarily). 3)
Tremorogenic activity in a given muscle causes significant tremor in only a small subset of DOF,
though these affected DOF may be distant from the muscle. 4) Assuming uniform distribution of
tremorogenic activity among muscles, tremor increases proximal-distally, and the contribution
from muscles increases proximal-distally. 5) Although adding inertia (e.g. with weighted
utensils) is often used to suppress tremor, it is possible to increase tremor by adding inertia to the
wrong DOF. 6) Similarly, adding viscoelasticity to the wrong DOF can increase tremor. Based
solely on the musculoskeletal system, these principles indicate that tremor treatments targeting
muscles should focus first on the distal muscles, and devices targeting DOF should focus first on
the distal DOF.

Keywords: tremor characterization, tremor distribution, degrees of freedom, biomechanics,
physiological systems, essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease
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1

Introduction
Tremor, defined as “an involuntary, rhythmic, oscillatory movement of a body part” [1], is

the most common movement disorder [2-4]. Essential tremor (ET) alone is estimated to affect 7
million people in the US [5, 6]. Tremor most commonly manifests in the upper limb and makes
activities of daily living (eating, clothing, writing, etc.) difficult or impossible [7, 8].
Although tremor is widespread, current treatment options are unsatisfactory. A survey of ET
patients found that only one in ten was satisfied with their medical care [9]. The two main
treatment options for ET are medication and neurosurgery. The most common medications are
only effective in 50% of patients, and in these patients, they are only 50% effective on average
[10, 11]; consequently, many ET patients stop taking their prescribed medications [12, 13].
Surgical treatments such as deep brain stimulation (DBS) have proven more effective (about
90% tremor reduction [14]), and are effective for a higher percentage of patients [10, 15, 16].
However, they are highly invasive and usually reserved for patients with severe tremor. In
addition, DBS can cause significant side effects [16-21] and lose effectiveness over time [22],
requiring surgical revisions in more than 25% of cases [19, 23, 24]. For these and other reasons,
less than 3% of patients with ET and Parkinson’s Disease undergo DBS surgery [25].
A recent survey of ET patients found that one of the things most lacking in their treatment
was an effective, alternative treatment option—something other than medication or surgery [9].
Peripheral tremor suppression devices could provide such an option. However, one of the
obstacles to developing effective peripheral tremor suppression devices is that we do not
currently know where to intervene (which muscles or degrees of freedom (DOF)) because we do
not know where in the upper limb the tremor originates mechanically (which muscles), how it
propagates (i.e. spreads) throughout the upper limb, and where it manifests the most (which
DOF).
In a recent simulation study, we investigated a portion of this tremor propagation problem,
focusing on propagation from tremorogenic joint torque to tremulous joint displacement [26].
Our multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) model included torque inputs in the 7 main DOF of the
upper limb (excluding fingers), and displacement outputs in those same DOF. Approximating
tremorogenic joint torque as a sinusoidal input, we used the model to establish the following
fundamental principles describing how input parameters (torque location and frequency) and
joint impedance (inertia, damping, and stiffness) affected tremor propagation: 1) Tremor
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amplitude is significantly affected by limb mechanics; because the DOF are mechanically
coupled, tremor in a given DOF depends not only on the amount of tremorogenic torque in that
DOF, but also on the amount of tremorogenic torque in other DOF—thus the limb mechanics
cause tremor to propagate throughout the upper limb. 2) Tremor propagates mostly because of
inertial coupling; although DOF are also coupled by joint stiffness and damping, this coupling
contributes little to how tremor propagates. 3) Tremor spreads narrowly; whereas tremorogenic
torque in a DOF could cause tremulous displacement in many DOF, in reality it significantly
affects only a small number of DOF (though the affected DOF may be far from the DOF with the
tremorogenic torque). 4) Given equal amounts of input torque, the distal DOF have the greatest
tremor magnitude; the largest tremor was always found in one of the three distal DOF (wrist
flexion-extension, wrist radial-ulnar deviation, or forearm pronation-supination), even when the
tremorogenic torque was in a proximal DOF. 5) Increasing inertia can decrease or increase
tremor; although adding inertia (e.g. with weighted utensils) is often used to suppress tremor, it is
possible to increase tremor by adding inertia to the wrong DOF. 6) Increasing viscoelasticity can
decrease or increase tremor; similar to Principle 5, it is possible to increase tremor by adding
viscoelasticity to the wrong DOF.
These principles describe tremor propagation from tremorogenic joint torques to tremulous
joint displacements. However, mechanically, tremor originates in muscles, not joints;
tremorogenic muscle activity creates tremorogenic muscle force, which produces tremorogenic
joint torque, which results in tremulous joint displacements. Thus, to more fully understand
tremor in the upper limb, we need an expanded model of tremor propagation all the way from
tremorogenic muscle activity to tremulous joint displacement. Such an expanded model would
enable us to establish principles of tremor propagation all the way from the mechanical origin of
tremor (muscle activity) to its end manifestation (tremulous joint displacement). Unlike the
model from joint torque to joint displacement, in the expanded model, both inputs (muscle
activity) and outputs (joint displacement) can be measured experimentally, allowing for future
experimental validation of the principles of tremor propagation. Ultimately, such an expanded
model could enable one to determine which muscles to target (e.g. through injection of
Botulinum toxin type A [27, 28] or electrical stimulation [29-32]) to suppress tremor in an
optimal manner.
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Here we present an expanded MIMO model of tremor propagation all the way from neural
inputs in the 15 main superficial muscles of the upper limb to displacement outputs in the seven
main DOF of the upper limb (excluding fingers). Using this model, we focused on the following
questions: (1) To what extent do musculoskeletal dynamics affect tremor? (2) Which aspects of
the system are most responsible for spreading the tremor? (3) Does tremor spread broadly from
a given muscle to most DOF, or does it spread narrowly, affecting only a small subset of DOF?
(4) To which DOF does the input (tremorogenic muscle activity) spread the most? With the
answers to these questions, we revised the previously established principles to reflect tremor
propagation all the way from muscle activity to joint displacement.

2
2.1

Methods
Model Structure
As this is the first simulation of tremor propagation from muscle activity to joint

displacement of which we are aware, we deliberately chose a simple model to capture first the
most fundamental effects. This model consists of three sub-models that successively transform
muscle activity into muscle force, muscle force into joint torque, and joint torque into joint
displacement (Figure 1). As postural tremor consists of relatively small displacements about an
equilibrium posture, we used a linear, time-invariant model.
The inputs to the model are the neural drives to the 15 major superficial muscles (Table 1)
that actuate the 7 main DOF from the shoulder to the wrist. We focused on superficial muscles to
allow future comparison of our simulations against measurements of surface electromyography
(sEMG)—the effect of including only a portion of upper-limb muscles is explained in the
Discussion. Although not the same as neural drive, sEMG measurements provide “a valid signal
to represent the average motor unit activity of most superficial muscles” [33]. In this paper, we
refer to both the input (neural drive to muscle) and sEMG loosely as “muscle activity.”
The first sub-model, which represents the excitation-contraction coupling dynamics of
muscle, transforms muscle activity into muscle force. The excitation-contraction coupling
dynamics are approximated by a linear, second-order sub-model that has been shown to provide
a good prediction of the relationship between sEMG and muscle force [33] and has been used
successfully to model the control of upper limb movements [34, 35]. This sub-model is defined
by time constants representing the dynamics of muscle excitation (𝑡 ) and contraction (𝑡 ):
𝑡 𝑡 𝒇
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𝑡

𝑡 𝒇

𝒇

𝐶𝒖

where 𝒖 is the 15-element vector of activity in each of the 15 muscles, 𝒇 is the 15-element
vector of force produced by each muscle, t1 and t2 are 15-by-15 diagonal matrices containing the
muscle time constants, and C is the 15-by-15 diagonal gain matrix between 𝒖 and 𝒇.
The middle sub-model transforms muscle force into joint torques:
𝑀𝒇

𝝉

where 𝑀 is the 7-by-15 matrix of moment arms (equal to the transpose of the Jacobian from
muscle to joint space) and 𝝉 is the 7-element vector of joint torques in the major degrees of
freedom from the shoulder to the wrist (positive directions listed first): 1. shoulder flexionextension (SFE), 2. shoulder adduction-abduction (SAA), 3. shoulder internal-external rotation
(SIER), 4. elbow flexion-extension (EFE), 5. forearm pronation-supination (FPS), 6. wrist
flexion-extension (WFE), and 7. wrist ulnar-radial deviation (WRUD).
The third sub-model transforms joint torques into joint displacements:
𝐼𝒒

𝐷𝒒

𝐾𝒒

𝝉

where q is the 7-element vector of joint displacements corresponding to 𝝉, and 𝐼, 𝐷, and 𝐾
are 7-by-7 matrices representing the coupled joint inertia, damping, and stiffness in these 7 DOF.
Thus, the entire model transforms the tremorogenic muscle activity in the 15 major
superficial muscles from the shoulder to the wrist into tremulous joint displacement in the 7
major DOF actuated by those muscles. It expands the previous investigation of tremor
propagation [26], which focused only on the propagation from joint torques to joint
displacements (the third sub-model).
2.2

Model Parameters
We took great care to identify physiologically plausible model parameters, as described next.

Nevertheless, since we performed an extensive sensitivity analysis (Sections 2.7 and 3.3), the
exact model parameter values are not critical to the conclusions drawn from the simulations.
2.2.1

Muscle Excitation-Contraction Dynamics

The time constants representing the dynamics of excitation (t1) and contraction (t2) depend on
the muscle, person, and experimental technique used to measure them [33]. Nevertheless, the
two time constants are known to be close to each other and have been measured in both proximal
and distal muscles of the upper limb (biceps, triceps, and dorsal interossei) to be on the order of
20-75ms [33]. Following [35], we chose default values for t1 and t2 as 30 ms and 40 ms,
respectively (same for all muscles). With these default values, this sub-model acts as an
6

overdamped low-pass filter (cut-off frequency 2.9 Hz) with impulse response (representing a
muscle twitch) shown in Figure 2C.
Matrix C represents the conversion from steady-state muscle activity to muscle force. In
addition, it scales the input in each muscle according to the maximum force of that muscle
(Table 1). Maximum force values were taken from [36-38]. Muscle 14 combines extensor carpi
radialis brevis and longus (Table 1), so the peak force in muscle 14 was taken as the sum of the
peak forces in each individual muscle.
Because t1, t2, and C are diagonal, this sub-model does not propagate (i.e. mix or spread)
tremor between muscles but simply transforms muscle activity into force within each muscle.
Since the default values for t1 and t2 are the same for all muscles, but the diagonal values of C
depend on the maximum force of each muscle, the impulse responses of the different muscles are
simply scaled versions of each other (and of the response shown in Figure 2C).
2.2.2

Musculoskeletal Geometry

The moment-arm matrix, M (Table 2), was determined from OpenSim [39] using a dynamic
model of the upper limb “designed to represent the anthropometry and muscle force-generating
characteristics of a 50th percentile adult male” [36]. For muscle 14, Extensor Carpi Radialis
(brevis and longus together), we used the average of the moment arms for extensor carpi radialis
longus and extensor carpi radialis brevis. The moment arms are configuration-dependent, so we
calculated a different M for different postures; we first simulated tremor propagation with the
upper limb in a default posture (Posture 1 in Figure 2D) but then repeated the simulations in
three additional postures (Postures 2-4 in Figure 2D) in the sensitivity analysis (Section 2.7 and
3.3). Since postural tremor involves relatively small displacements from the reference posture,
we left M constant in a given posture.
Note that OpenSim follows the ISB convention for joint angles [40], which specifies a YXY
Euler angle sequence [36] for the shoulder. Unfortunately, this sequence places the default
posture in gimbal lock, so we used a ZXY angle sequence at the shoulder instead and transformed
M from YXY to ZXY (see Appendix). Nevertheless, in the default posture (but not the other
postures), the top row of the transformed 𝑀 is zero (see Table 2). This limitation is caused by the
gimbal lock of the YXY angle sequence in the default posture (see detailed explanation in
Appendix) and is discussed in the Limitations section of the Discussion.
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2.2.3

Mechanical Impedance

Matrices I, D, and K are 7-by-7 impedance matrices representing inertia, damping, and
stiffness, respectively. The default values of I, D, and K were obtained from the literature [41-44]
and are described in detail in [26]. Summarizing, I was calculated from the inertia values of
individual limb segments for an average young adult male [44] using the Robotics, Vision and
Control (RVC) toolbox in Matlab [45]. As for M, we calculated the I matrix for each posture but
left it constant in a given posture since tremulous displacements about that posture are relatively
small. The default values for D and K represented average joint damping and stiffness of the
passive limb (i.e. in the absence of muscle contraction), but we included in the sensitivity
analysis simulations of active damping and stiffness as well. The diagonal elements of the
impedance matrices represent the relationship between torque applied in a DOF and the resulting
displacement in that DOF, whereas the off-diagonal elements represent mechanical coupling, i.e.
the relationship between torque applied in a DOF and the resulting displacement in other DOF.
2.3

Input-Output Relationships
Our full model has 15 inputs (muscle activity in each of the 15 muscles) and 7 outputs

(displacement in each of the 7 DOF). Since the model is linear, the relationship between each
input and each output is fully described by the transfer function associated with that input and
output. For our model, this means the response of the whole system can be described by a 7-by15 matrix of transfer functions, derived as follows. In the Laplace domain, the three sub-models
can be expressed as 𝑭

𝐺 𝑼, 𝑻

𝐺 𝑭, and 𝑸

transforms of 𝐟, 𝐮, 𝝉, and 𝐪, respectively, and 𝐺
𝐺

𝐼𝑠

𝐷𝑠

𝐾

𝐺 𝑻, where 𝑭, 𝑼, 𝑻, and 𝑸 are the Laplace
𝑡 𝑡 𝑠

𝑡

𝑡 𝑠

𝐿

𝐶,𝐺

𝑀, and

. Variable 𝑠 is the Laplace variable and 𝐿 is the 15-by-15 identity matrix.

Combining these sub-models yields 𝑸

𝐺𝑼, where 𝐺

𝐺 𝐺 𝐺 is the 7-by-15 matrix of

transfer functions relating each input in 𝑼 to each output in 𝑸. Therefore, the output in DOF 𝑖
due to an input in muscle 𝑘 is 𝑄 /

𝐺 𝑈 , where 𝐺 is the transfer function in row 𝑖 and

column 𝑘 of 𝐺. The total output in DOF 𝑖 is the linear combination of the inputs in all 15
muscles, the weights of the linear combination being the transfer functions associated with that
DOF (row 𝑖 of 𝐺): 𝑄
2.4

∑

𝐺 𝑈 .

Input
The input, u, was based on past studies [46, 47] and unpublished data from our lab.

According to these sources, the envelope of (detrended and rectified) tremogenic muscle activity
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can be approximated as a train of triangular pulses separated by periods of no activity (Figure
2A). The duration between pulses is the period of the tremor and thus depends on the tremor
frequency, but the mean width of the triangular pulses was 110-120 ms (range 70-160ms) [47],
which is within the 50-200 ms “EMG burst duration” range in [48] (see also [49, 50]). We
simulated tremor frequencies in the 4-12 Hz tremor band where tremor usually resides [1, 4] and
chose the default width of the triangular pulses to be 110 ms. That said, the sensitivity analysis
revealed tremor propagation to be quite insensitive not only to the width of the triangular pulses,
but even to the shape of the pulses.
2.5

Output
The response of a stable, linear system to a periodic input is comprised of the transient

response, which decays and disappears with time, and the steady-state response, which remains
while the input is applied [51]. We used Matlab functions impulse and stepinfo to characterize
the transient response of the system (for all 105 transfer functions). Most of our investigation,
however, focused on the steady-state response, which we analyzed as follows. The steady-state
response of a linear system to a periodic input is characterized by the frequency response of the
system at the frequencies of the input [26, 51]. The input, approximated as a train of triangular
pulses, contains power at the frequency at which the pulses repeat (i.e. the fundamental
frequency of the tremor) and at higher harmonics. However, because the full model is a low-pass
filter, the harmonics are strongly suppressed, resulting in an output that is practically
indistinguishable from a pure sinusoid at the fundamental tremor frequency (Figure 2B).
Therefore, for practical purposes, the frequency response of the system is characterized by the
frequency response of the system at the fundamental frequency; there is no need to include the
frequency response at harmonic frequencies, allowing us to focus on the frequency response in
the 4-12 Hz tremor band.
2.6

Simulation Protocol
As mentioned in the introduction, in a previous study that focused only on the propagation

from joint torque to joint displacement (the third sub-model in Figure 1), we established six
principles of tremor propagation [26]. The main goal of the current study was to determine
equivalent principles for the propagation of tremor from muscle activity to joint displacement
(the full model in Figure 1). To this end, we determined the extent to which the original
principles (established for the third sub-model) held true for the full model. More specifically,
we investigated the following questions.
9

(1) To what extent do musculoskeletal dynamics affect tremor? Musculoskeletal dynamics
have the potential to affect tremor in two ways: by 1) shaping the input through low-pass
filtering and 2) mixing the input into a variety of outputs. The first sub-model low-pass filters
muscle activity into force in the same muscle but does not mix between muscles; the second submodel does not filter but mixes force from multiple muscles into torque in a given DOF; and the
third sub-model both low-pass filters and mixes torque from multiple DOF into displacement in a
given DOF. To investigate the amount of low-pass filtering and mixing in each input-output
relationship, we used Matlab’s bode function to calculate the magnitude ratio and phase shift of
all 105 input-output relationships in the 4-12 Hz tremor band.
(2) Which aspects of the system are most responsible for spreading the tremor? As explained
above, only the second and third sub-models are capable of spreading tremor from a given
muscle to multiple DOF. In our previous investigation of spreading that focused only on the third
sub-model, we determined that most of the spreading was due to I, and that D and K contributed
very little [26]. Therefore, we focused here on the relative contributions of M vs. I in spreading
tremor. To determine how much of the spreading came from M vs. I, we compared the output
from the default model to the output from two partially uncoupled models. In the first model, 𝑀
was altered so it transformed muscle force to joint torque in only one DOF (the DOF with the
largest moment arm), reducing 𝑀 to a “quasi-diagonal” matrix with only one non-zero value per
column (Table 2). In the second model, I was diagonalized to remove all coupling terms.
Comparing the difference between the outputs of the default model and each adjusted model
allowed us to determine the contribution of M vs. I.
(3) Does tremor spread broadly from a given muscle to most DOF, or does it spread
narrowly, affecting only a small subset of DOF? To answer this question, we used phasor plots
to compare the magnitudes of the outputs from a given muscle and determine if outputs in one or
two DOF dominated over the outputs in the other DOF.
(4) To which DOF does the input (tremorogenic muscle activity) spread the most? Assuming
equal input into all muscles (which, because of the 𝐶 matrix, results in equal proportion of the
maximum force in each muscle), we compared the magnitude of the output tremor between
DOF.
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The final two principles (listed as Principles 5 and 6 in the introduction) address the effect of
adding inertia and viscoelasticity to sub-model 3. These principles are unchanged by the addition
of sub-models 1 and 2, so we did not re-investigate them in this study.
2.7

Sensitivity Analysis
We performed a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the effect of inaccuracies in our model

parameters and simulate differences between subjects. Our main goal was to assess if the
principles of tremor propagation were robust to changes in input and model parameters. To this
end, we varied the input, each of the model parameters (t1, t2, C, M, I, D, and K), and the posture
of the limb and determined the sensitivity of the principles to these changes.
2.7.1 Input
As mentioned above, we approximated tremorogenic muscle activity as a train of triangular
pulses. In the sensitivity analysis, we varied the width of the triangular pulse from 50 to 200 ms.
This range is the range of “EMG burst duration” measured in [48] and is larger than the range of
triangular pulse widths (70-160ms) observed in [47]. Furthermore, we assessed the effect of
input shape by repeating our simulations with the following input shapes: a train of narrow (20
ms wide) rectangles to approximate impulses; a squared sine wave following [52]; and the sum
of two squared sine waves (the second wave having a frequency three times larger than the first)
to determine the effect of power at multiple frequencies. For each shape, the fundamental
frequency was varied throughout the tremor band.
2.7.2

Model Parameters

Sub-model 1: Time constants t1 and t2 represent the dynamics of muscle excitation and
contraction, respectively. To simulate a generous range of variability between subjects, we
halved and doubled the default values (30 and 40 ms), resulting in four simulations: with t1 at 15
and 30 ms (with t2 kept at 40 ms) and with t2 at 80ms (with t1 at 15 and 30 ms). Varying the time
constants over this range varied the low-pass filter cut-off frequency of sub-model 1 between 1.8
and 3.5 Hz. As mentioned above, varying individual diagonal elements of 𝐶 simply scales the
magnitude of the response in the DOF associated with that element.
Sub-model 2: To test the effect of different moment-arm values, we repeated our simulations
with a moment-arm matrix (𝑀) of a 10th percentile male and of a 90th percentile male based on
height (the moment-arm values in the OpenSim model were independent of subject weight). We
obtained these moment-arm matrices by scaling the height of the OpenSim model to reflect a 10th
11

percentile male and a 90th percentile male, using heights of 1671 and 1843 mm for the 10th and
90th percentile male, respectively [53]. We were unable to find published measurements of
moment-arm values for the female upper limb.
Sub-model 3: We previously performed a detailed analysis of the sensitivity of the tremor
propagation principles on I, D, and K [26]. To summarize, we tested a large variety of
physiologically plausible variations, including halving and doubling entire matrices (by factors
from 0.5 to 2), scaling individual matrix elements, replacing elements initially set to zero (no
coupling) to non-zero values (coupling), targeting the most sensitive matrix elements, and
increasing stiffness and damping at different rates to mimic co-contraction. Because the
sensitivity of the full model to the impedance matrices is the same as the sensitivity of the third
sub-model to these matrices1, we did not repeat the sensitivity analysis of I, D, and K here but
instead relied on the one performed in [26].
2.7.3 Postures
Both the inertia matrix and the moment-arm matrix depend on the configuration of the upper
limb (see Model Parameters above). To determine if the principles were robust to changes in
posture, we repeated our simulations in three additional postures (Figure 2D): with the hand in
front of the mouth, representing feeding and grooming activities (posture 2); with the hand in the
workspace in front of the abdomen, representing many activities of daily living requiring fine
manipulation (posture 3); with the arm somewhat outstretched, representing reaching (posture 4).
Joint angles for each posture are given in [26].

3
3.1

Results
Transient Response
The full model transformed the muscle activity into muscle force, joint torque, and finally

joint displacement (Figure 3). Both the transient and steady-state responses are clearly
observable in the output. Since the system acts as a low-pass filter, higher harmonics are

1
To clarify, because the transfer function of the full system is simply the product of the
transfer functions of the individual sub-models (see Input-Output Relationships), the magnitude
ratio of the full system is simply the product of the magnitude ratios of the individual sub-models:
𝑀 |𝐺| |𝐺 𝐺 𝐺 | |𝐺 ||𝐺 ||𝐺 | 𝑀 𝑀 𝑀 , where the magnitude ratio of the full model (𝑀)
and of the sub-models (𝑀 , 𝑀 , and 𝑀 ) were expressed as the magnitude of the associated
transfer function [51]. Since 𝐺 and 𝐺 are not functions of 𝐼, 𝐷, and 𝐾, changes in the impedance
matrices affect 𝑀 but not 𝑀 or 𝑀 . Therefore, changes in 𝑀 caused by changes in the impedance
matrices are the same as changes in 𝑀 caused by changes in the impedance matrices.
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attenuated, and the signal becomes progressively more sinusoidal as it passes from the input
(train of triangular pulses) to the output, the steady-state portion of which is practically
indistinguishable from a pure sinusoid.
The transient responses of the 105 input-output relationships are characterized by their
impulse responses (Figure 4). There is considerable variation in the frequency and decay rate of
the impulse responses. In particular, the settling times decrease proximal-distally, becoming
smallest for responses from distal muscles to distal DOF (Figure 5).
3.2

Steady-state response
The magnitude ratios exhibited resonance below the tremor band (resonance frequencies

ranged from 0.02 to 3.2 Hz, mean 1.2 Hz; not shown), but the vast majority of magnitude ratio
curves (about 95%) decreased within the tremor band (Figure 6). Although individual magnitude
ratios changed significantly in the tremor band, the order of the magnitude ratios (which DOF
had the largest magnitude ratio, second-largest magnitude ratio, and so on) was mostly constant
throughout the tremor band; the slopes of the various magnitude ratio lines changed together,
resulting in relatively few crossings, most of which were at the low end of the tremor band (4-6
Hz). Therefore, tremor propagation patterns (how tremor distributes from input in a given muscle
to output in multiple DOF) were quite independent of tremor frequency.Importantly, all 15
muscles produced the greatest tremor in one of the three most distal DOF (FPS, WFE, or WRD).
This was true for the entire tremor band (Figure 6). For most of the tremor band, most of the
muscles produced the greatest tremor in WFE (7 or 6 muscles, depending on frequency),
followed closely by RUD (5 or 6 muscles), and then FPS (3 muscles). To determine which
muscles contribute most to tremor in a given DOF, we investigated the output tremor by DOF,
plotting the contribution from each muscle as a phasor (Figure 7). For most frequencies in the
tremor band, the greatest contributor in DOF 1-7 was: BRA, PECM2, FCU, FCU, BIClong,
FCU, and FCU, respectively. Thus FCU was the greatest contributor to tremor in 4 of the 7 DOF.
The pattern of spreading is summarized in Figure 8, which illustrates that (assuming equal
inputs in all muscles, which results in equal proportion of the maximum force in each muscle): 1)
tremor increases proximal-distally, and 2) the importance of muscles (to tremor) increases
proximal-distally. In particular, most of the tremor appears in the three most distal DOF (FPS,
WFE, and WRUD), and most of this tremor comes from: BIC and PT (FPS); FCR, FCU, and
ECR (WFE); and FCU, ECR, and ECU (WRUD).
13

To determine how much of the spreading was due to the moment-arm matrix (𝑀) vs. inertia
(𝐼), we compared the output from the model with default parameter values to a model in which
only 𝑀 contributed to spreading (𝐼 was diagonalized to remove coupling terms) and a model in
which only 𝐼 contributed to spreading (𝑀 was pseudo-diagonalized—see Methods). For the vast
majority of input-output cases (about 80%), inertia contributed more to spreading than the
moment-arm matrix (Figure 9; median distances for the yellow circles were about 5X as far from
the blue circles as the red circles). This trend was observed throughout the tremor band.

3.3

Sensitivity Analysis
As discussed above, we altered parameters within physiological ranges to explore the effects

of inaccuracies and inter-subject variability in our model parameters. The goal of the analysis
was to determine the robustness of our findings.
3.3.1

Input

The output displacement was quite insensitive to the width of the triangular pulses of the
input, even over a large range of widths (50-200 ms); the output was essentially sinusoidal,
independent of pulse width. Decreasing the pulse width increased the relative magnitude of the
harmonics but, as mentioned above, the harmonics were greatly attenuated by the low-pass
filtering properties of the model (Figure 6). By comparison, the magnitude at the fundamental
frequency, which was given by the frequency at which the pulses repeated, was relatively
unaffected by low-pass filtering.
We also tested different input shapes (a train of narrow rectangular pulses representing
impulses, a squared sine wave, and a squared sine wave with multiple frequencies) to test the
effect of input shape on the results. The output displacement was found to be quite insensitive to
the shape of the input; independent of input shape, the output resembled a pure sinusoid at the
fundamental frequency of the input. The low-pass filtering properties of the model attenuated the
higher frequency components that distinguish the shapes. Therefore, our conclusions were
virtually unaffected by the shape of the input.
3.3.2

Model Parameters

Sub-model 1: Increasing the time constants of an overdamped low-pass filter decreases its
cut-off frequency, decreasing the magnitude ratio in the tremor band. Therefore, halving and
doubling the time constants (default 30 and 40 ms) simply increased and decreased the
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magnitude ratio, respectively (Figure 10A). As mentioned above, scaling the value of C
associated with a given muscle simply scaled the magnitude ratio of all outputs due to that
muscle.
Sub-model 2: Changing the OpenSim model from 50th percentile male (default) to 10th and
90th percentile male did not have a large effect on the values of the moment-arm matrix, M
(Table 2). As expected, default values that were zero did not change, and the vast majority of the
other default values decreased for the 10th percentile male and increased for the 90th percentile
male. Nevertheless, the effect on the magnitude ratio was small (Figure 10B).
Sub-model 3: In a previous sensitivity analysis of the impedance matrices, we found that
although physiologically reasonable variations in these matrices can have a significant effect on
individual magnitude ratios, “the pattern of propagation remains relatively unchanged” [26]. In
summary, Davidson and Charles found the following: increasing D was the only change that
always decreased tremor magnitude, increasing stiffness and damping with no change in the
damping ratio (similar to co-contraction) usually decreased tremor, and increasing I can decrease
or increase tremor [26]. Most importantly, changing the matrices (either by scaling the whole
matrix or by scaling individual elements) did not significantly change the patterns of
propagation.
3.3.3

Postures

To determine the effect of changing the posture of the upper limb, we compared the summed
magnitude ratios in four different postures (see Methods). Changing the posture only changed the
I and M matrices, and the effect on the summed magnitude ratios was not large (Figure 10). The
most noticeable change occurred in WFE, but the relative magnitudes of tremor in the DOF
remained the same; throughout the tremor band, the three most distal DOF still had the greatest
tremor amplitude. The magnitude ratios of the different postures (results not shown) revealed the
same trends in terms of tremor spreading to the DOF. For the most part (13 of the 15 muscles), a
single dominant magnitude ratio was present through the tremor band. The only exception was
posture 4 (the most out-stretched position—see Figure 2D), which had significant magnitude
ratios in two or more DOF in approximately half of the muscles, though only in the 10-12 Hz
range.
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4
4.1

Discussion
Fundamental Principles
The goal of this work was to identify principles governing the propagation of tremor from

muscle activity to joint displacement. To this end, we 1) determined the extent to which the
original tremor propagation principles [26] established for propagation from joint torque to joint
displacement (sub-model 3 in Figure 1) held true for propagation from muscle activity to joint
displacement (full model in Figure 1), and 2) modified the original principles where necessary to
reflect propagation from muscle activity to joint displacement. Thus, the following revised
principles govern simulated tremor propagation from muscle activity to joint displacement.
Principle 1: The distribution of tremor depends strongly on musculoskeletal dynamics. In
other words, which DOF has the greatest tremor (output) depends not only on which muscle has
the most tremorogenic activity (input), but also on how the musculoskeletal system transforms
the input into the output (the dynamics of the system). This transformation from tremorogenic
muscle activity in multiple muscles to tremulous joint displacement in multiple DOF should be
viewed as a multi-input/multi-output process that is not dynamically transparent (i.e. the system
does not simply pass inputs straight through to outputs). Rather, the system both low-pass filters
and mixes the inputs. More specifically, the muscle excitation-contraction dynamics (sub-model
1) filter, the musculoskeletal geometry (sub-model 2) mixes, and the mechanical impedance
(sub-model 3) filters and mixes.
Principle 2: The spreading of tremor is due to inertial coupling (primarily) and
musculoskeletal geometry (secondarily). By comparison, coupling due to joint damping and
stiffness played a smaller role [26], and muscle excitation-contraction dynamics played no role.
Note that the spreading resulting from inertial coupling not only exceeded the spreading due to
musculoskeletal geometry, but was also farther-reaching. To clarify, the moment-arm matrix is
only capable of spreading tremor from a given muscle to the DOF the muscle crosses, limiting
the extent to which the moment-arm matrix can spread tremor (e.g. proximal muscles cannot
spread to distal DOF, or vice versa). In contrast, the inertia matrix can spread distantly, from
torque in proximal DOF to displacement in distal DOF, and vice versa.
Principle 3: Tremor spreads narrowly. Tremorogenic activity in a muscle does not spread
significantly to many DOF; instead, most of the tremor caused by a muscle occurs in a small
number of DOF. According to our simulations, the frequency response of most muscles was
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dominated by a single DOF or two DOF (Figure 6). Averaged across the tremor band, the largest
magnitude ratio was approximately three times larger than the second-largest ratio. In muscles
with two dominant magnitude ratios, these two ratios were approximately three times larger than
the third-largest ratio. Note that narrow spreading does not imply local spreading; the dominant
magnitude ratio was frequently in a DOF that was far from the muscle (e.g. from deltoid muscles
to WFE, see Figure 6).
Principle 4: Assuming uniform distribution of tremorogenic activity among upper-limb
muscles (i.e. an equal proportion of the maximum force in each muscle), tremor increases
proximal-distally, and the contribution from muscles increases proximal-distally. In other words,
unless proximal muscles receive significantly more tremorogenic muscle activity than distal
muscles, most of the tremor will occur in distal DOF, and most of this tremor will come from
distal muscles (Figure 8). The proximal-distal increase in tremor was remarkably consistent:
throughout the entire tremor band, all 15 muscles produced the greatest tremor in one of the three
most distal DOF. This increase was not due to muscle excitation-contraction dynamics: muscle
time constants were assumed equal for all muscles, and peak force (represented in the gain
matrix 𝐶) roughly decreases from proximal to distal (Table 1), which would produce the opposite
effect. Nor does the proximal-distal increase in tremor come from musculoskeletal geometry,
which lacks any clear proximal-distal trend in moment arms (Table 2). Instead, the proximaldistal increase in tremor is “caused by proximal–distal differences in impedance. Going from
proximal to distal, inertia decreases more rapidly than stiffness… This creates a proximal–distal
increase in the natural frequency, which pushes the resonance band to higher frequencies,
elevating the magnitude ratios in the tremor band” [26].
The original tremor propagation principles [26] included two additional principles that
depend only on sub-model 3. These principles are unchanged by the addition of sub-models 1
and 2 (see Section 2.7.2), and we repeat them here for completeness: Increasing inertia can
decrease or increase tremor (Principle 5) and increasing viscoelasticity can decrease or increase
tremor (Principle 6).
4.2

Robustness of Principles
Here we discuss the results of the sensitivity analyses in the context of the fundamental

principles. Generally, the principles were quite robust to changes to the input, model parameters,
and posture within physiologically plausible ranges.
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4.2.1

Input

Because the full system is a low-pass filter with low cut-off frequency (Figure 6), harmonics
are strongly attenuated, and the final output of the system is almost identical to a pure sine at the
fundamental frequency of the input pulse train, no matter the shape of the pulses. The
fundamental frequency of the input pulse train lies in the 4-12 Hz tremor band. Consequently,
the steady-state output of the system is fully characterized (except for a scaling factor) by the
frequency response of the system in the tremor band. Since the magnitude of the input to
individual muscles is unknown (and likely varies by subject), we formulated the tremor
propagation principles in terms of the magnitude ratio (output divided by input), which in a
linear model is independent of the magnitude of the input. Therefore, with the exception of
Principle 4, for which we assumed uniform distribution of tremorogenic activity among muscles
(see Limitations), the tremor propagation principles are robust to changes in the shape or
magnitude of the tremorogenic muscle activity.
In addition to tremorogenic activity, real muscle activity would likely also include significant
voluntary activity, for example to oppose gravity or stabilize a joint through co-contraction. Such
voluntary muscle activation is known to fall below the tremor band. In a linear model such as the
one used here, inputs at a given frequency produce outputs at the same frequency. Therefore,
voluntary muscle activity creates joint displacement below the tremor band and does not directly
affect tremor propagation. Furthermore, increased muscle activity is known to increase joint
viscoelasticity, which could theoretically affect propagation patterns secondarily, but tremor
propagation was shown to be relatively insensitive to changes in viscoelasticity (Principle 2). In
summary, the tremor propagation principles are robust to muscle activity outside of the tremor
band.

4.2.2

Model Parameters

As mentioned above, sub-model 1 (representing muscle excitation-contraction dynamics)
low-pass filters the input but does not mix inputs. The cut-off frequency of sub-model 1 is given
by the muscle time constants. In the model with default parameters, the cut-off frequency was
below the tremor band (around 3 Hz). Although the principles are based on the fact that the
harmonics are filtered out (see above), the exact value of the cut-off frequency is not important
for two reasons: 1) as long as the cut-off frequency is below the frequency of the first harmonic
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(8-24 Hz, depending on the fundamental frequency), the harmonics are attenuated relative to the
fundamental frequency, and 2) since sub-model 3 also low-pass filters with a low cut-off
frequency (range of 1 to 6 Hz, mean 3 Hz), the harmonics would be attenuated even if the cut-off
frequency of sub-model 1 were much higher.
Likewise, the exact values of the gain matrix 𝐶 (representing peak force in each muscle)
were not critical to the principles. Scaling 𝐶 uniformly has no impact whatsoever on the
principles. Scaling 𝐶 non-uniformly would change the contribution of each muscle to the total
output (essentially scaling all phasors of the same color in Figure 7 by the same amount), but the
principles are quite robust to physiologically reasonable scaling; Principle 1 is not directly
influenced by 𝐶, and although it may be possible to construct a 𝐶 that would invalidate Principle
2, it would require just the right set of values in 𝐶, which would be highly unlikely. No scaling of
𝐶 will invalidate Principle 3 because the outputs of a given muscle are always scaled the same.
The first part of Principle 4 (tremor increases proximal-distally) is somewhat robust to nonuniform scaling. Some muscles have a proximal DOF in their top three DOF, and increasing the
values of 𝐶 for these muscles (and not the others) will increase tremor in the proximal DOF
relative to the distal DOF. For example, if the peak forces of muscles 1-4 were scaled by a factor
of 10, one of the proximal DOF would enter the top three. However, for every muscle, the top
DOF is a distal one, so the most tremor will always be in a distal DOF, no matter what values are
used for 𝐶. The second part of Principle 4 (the contribution from muscles increases proximaldistally) does depend on 𝐶. Increasing the proximal values of 𝐶 would increase the contribution
of the proximal muscles to tremor. However, one would have to increase the proximal values of
𝐶 by approximately 2X before the proximal muscles would provide the same contribution to
tremor as the distal muscles. 2
Changing the moment-arm matrix over a large range (10th to 90th percentile male) did not
affect the principles. No moment-arm values that were zero became non-zero, or vice versa, so
basic coupling patterns remained unchanged. In addition, the observed change in moment-arm
values was only on the order of 10% and scaled more or less in unison. Consequently, tremor
propagation patterns were minimally affected, including which DOF exhibited the greatest

2

Calculated as the ratio of the average tremor magnitude in the three distal DOF due to the
proximal muscles (DELT1-TRIlat) to the average tremor magnitude in the three distal DOF due to
the distal muscles (BRA-ECU).
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tremor: the three distal DOF dominated throughout the tremor band in all three models (10th,
50th, and 90th percentile).
As discussed above, Davidson and Charles thoroughly explored the effects of changing the I,
D, and K matrices [26]. In summary, they found that the principles were quite insensitive to
physiologically reasonable changes in the impedance matrices; although changes sometimes
produced large changes in the frequency response of the system, the pattern of propagation
remained relatively unchanged (see [26] for details).
4.2.3

Postures

Changing posture did not have a large effect on the magnitude ratio (Figure 10), so it is clear
that Principle 1 was unaffected. Repeating the analysis shown in Figure 9 for the three additional
postures (results not shown) confirmed that Principle 2 was not affected by changes in posture.
Principle 3 was robust to posture changes in most cases: averaged across all postures, 13 of the
15 muscles exhibited a single dominant magnitude ratio. If a muscle had a second magnitude
ratio similar to the largest one, the others were comparatively small. Finally, the three distal DOF
dominated throughout the tremor band (Principle 4) in all four postures.
4.2.4

Gravity

Although gravity likely affects the amount of tremorogenic activity in various muscles, we
do not expect it to significantly affect tremor propagation. In fact, in a linear time-invariant
system such as the one presented in this paper, gravity has no direct effect on tremor
propagation. To clarify, because postural tremor usually consists of relatively small
displacements around an equilibrium position, gravitational torque can be approximated as
constant. In a linear system, a constant input torque simply adds a constant output displacement,
which has no effect on tremulous (i.e. non-constant) displacement.
Opposing gravity clearly requires increased voluntary muscle activity and may elicit
increased tremorogenic muscle activity (as evidenced by the difference between rest and postural
tremor in ET), but this reflects a change in the input, not the system. Furthermore, increases in
torque such as those required to hold the arm against gravity are known to increase joint
viscoelasticity, which is a system property and could therefore theoretically alter propagation
patterns, but these patterns were shown to be relatively insensitive to changes in viscoelasticity
(Principle 2).
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4.2.5

Phase

Since tremor from different muscles can add constructively or destructively, the total tremor
in a DOF depends on the relative phases of the tremor from different muscles. For example, it is
theoretically possible that the phasors in WFE could cancel each other out, resulting in little total
tremor even though the individual tremor components are large. Unfortunately, our knowledge of
the phase shift between outputs is limited. To clarify, the phases of the outputs are the sum of 1)
the phase shifts between inputs and outputs induced by the system and 2) the phases of the
inputs. We will briefly discuss each in turn.
Using the model, we estimated the phase shifts induced by the system and found that,
because antagonist muscles often had moment-arm values of similar magnitude but opposite
sign, the phase shifts induced in antagonist muscles were usually close to 180° out of phase
(Figure 7). Thus if the inputs to antagonist muscles were in phase with each other, the outputs
would add destructively, potentially leading to very little total tremor despite large contributions
from individual muscles. However, even in this case, vector summing (not shown) confirmed
that the greatest tremor still occurred in one of the three distal DOF (Principle 4).
The phases of the inputs are the sum of the phase shifts due to transmission delay (between
the spinal cord and the neuromuscular junction) and the phase of the signal exiting the spinal
cord. A conservative estimate indicated that the relative phase shift induced by differences in
transmission delay (e.g. between a proximal muscle and a distal muscle) could be up to
approximately 30°. Rotating distal phasors by 30° relative to proximal phasors is not enough to
change the sum from constructive to destructive (or even to orthogonal), and therefore not
enough to drastically alter the total tremor. Furthermore, only phasors from muscles that are
significantly removed from each other may have significant transmission delay relative to each
other, but the output in most DOF was dominated by phasors from muscles located close to each
other (Figure 7); for these reasons, we expect the effect of phase shift due to transmission delay
to be negligible. In contrast, the phase shift between tremorogenic signals exiting the spinal cord
is almost completely unknown, even for antagonist muscles [54].
Because the phase shift between tremorogenic signals leaving the spinal cord is virtually
unknown, the phase shift between outputs is unknown even though much is known about the
phase shift induced by the system and the phase shift due to differences in transmission delay.
Consequently, although it is possible to simulate the magnitude of individual tremor components,
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it is not currently possible to predict the total tremor in a DOF. Therefore, we based our
conclusions (including the principles of tremor propagation) on the magnitudes of individual
tremor components in each DOF, and not on the total magnitude.
4.3 Limitations
4.3.1 Linear time-invariant model of steady-state effects
As this is the first investigation of tremor propagation from muscle activity to joint
displacement throughout the upper limb, we deliberately used a simple (linear, time-invariant)
model to focus on first-order, steady-state effects. Consequently, our results largely ignored
transient responses and higher-order effects, including non-linear dynamics and time-varying
impedance parameters. That said, postural tremor involves relatively small displacements from
an equilibrium position, so non-linear dynamics and time-varying changes in moment-arms and
inertia are expected to be small. Furthermore, there is no reason to expect systematic variations
in muscle time constants or joint viscoelasticity while holding a posture for a 30s period. We
therefore expect the principles established above to be robust to non-linear dynamics and timevarying changes in impedance parameters associated with postural tremor. Nevertheless, our
conclusions cannot be extrapolated to tremor during voluntary movement (kinetic tremor) or
even tremor in a postural task requiring modulation of joint torque or co-contraction (e.g. in
response to perturbations, such as during tool use).
4.3.2

Inclusion of only a subset of upper-limb muscles

Our model included the major superficial muscles from the shoulder to the wrist. We focused
on superficial muscles to allow for future experimental validation using inputs measured by
sEMG. Consequently, our model does not include the following muscles: supraspinatus and
infraspinatus; subscapularis; teres major and minor; pectoralis major clavicular and ribs (the
sternal head was included); latissimus dorsi thoracic, lumbar, and iliac; coracobrachialis; triceps
medial (long and lateral heads were included); anconeus; supinator; and palmaris longus. Also,
the extrinsic hand muscles have a moment arm about the wrist joint but were not included in our
model. Comparing the maximum torque of these excluded muscles to those of the muscles
included in our model, we calculated the percentage of the total maximum torque included in our
model to be 0%, 57%, 27%, 87%, 69%, 41%, and 72% in SFE, SAA, SIER, EFE, FPS, WFE,
and WRUD, respectively (an explanation of the 0% contribution in SFE is given in the Appendix
and discussed in 4.3.4). Fortunately, most of the principles are remarkably robust to the
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exclusion of many muscles from our model. To clarify, including only these percentages of the
total maximum torque in our model has exactly the same effect as multiplying the diagonal
values of the gain matrix 𝐶 by these percentages. As explained above, uniform scaling of 𝐶 (e.g.
by including only half of the muscles in all DOF) has no effect whatsoever on the principles, but
non-uniform scaling of 𝐶 (e.g. by including the percentages of muscles listed above in each
DOF) could potentially affect Principle 4. To test for this possibility, we repeated the relevant
simulations, but included all 50 upper-limb muscles instead of only 15. The input from each
muscle was scaled according to its maximum force. We found that tremor still increased
proximal-distally (13% in the proximal 3 DOF vs. 82% in the distal 3 DOF), and most of the
tremor still came from distal muscles (20% from torque in the proximal 3 DOF vs. 67% from
torque in the distal 3 DOF). The proportions were similar for all four postures tested. We
conclude that the six tremor propagation principles presented here would hold for a model that
included all 50 upper-limb muscles.
4.3.3

Simplified muscle activity

The distribution of tremorogenic muscle activity among the muscles of the upper limb is
currently unknown. For this reason, we investigated tremor propagation in terms of magnitude
ratios (output divided by input), which in a linear model are independent of the input (muscle
activity). Nevertheless, one of the principles (Principle 4) assumed uniform distribution of
tremorogenic muscle activity among all muscles, i.e. an equal proportion of the maximum force
in each muscle. That all muscles would receive the same amount of tremorogenic activity is
admittedly unlikely, but as explained above, Principle 4 is somewhat robust to deviations from
this assumption.
Similarly, the phase shifts of tremorogenic activity between muscles is currently unknown
[54]. As mentioned above, it is therefore not currently possible to predict the total tremor in a
DOF, and we therefore based our conclusions and the tremor propagation principles on the
magnitudes of individual tremor components. However, we have recently recorded sEMG in the
15 muscles (included in our current model) in 23 patients with ET and plan to use these data to
characterize the phase shift in tremorogenic activity between these muscles. Such a
characterization will allow us in the future to predict the total tremor in a DOF, not just the
magnitudes of the individual components.
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Numerous studies have suggested that afferent feedback could play a significant role in
tremor (e.g. [55-57]). Such feedback could cause tremor to spread to other DOF through “neural
coupling” even if they are not mechanically coupled. Here we have focused on propagation
through mechanical coupling and have excluded neural coupling for the sake of tractability, but
future work should include the effect of neural coupling on tremor propagation.
4.3.4

No input torque in shoulder flexion-extension in default posture

In the default posture (Posture 1 in Figure 2), the top row of the moment-arm matrix is zero
(Table 2), so the torque in SFE will always be zero, no matter how much force is applied about
the SFE axis. Consequently, in our simulations in the default posture, the tremor seen in SFE is
entirely due to propagation from torque in other DOF, and none of the tremor in other DOF is
due to torque in SFE. This limitation stems from the original (untransformed) moment-arm
matrix from OpenSim, which does not contain any moment-arm information for SFE in the
default posture (see detailed explanation in Appendix). Fortunately, two insights provide
evidence that this limitation is negligible. First, this limitation vanishes in almost all other
postures, including all the other postures tested in our simulations (Postures 2-4 in Figure 2). Our
finding that the pattern of tremor propagation in Posture 1 was similar to the patterns in the other
postures (Figure 10) indicates that the torque in SFE is not a significant contributor to the
pattern. Second, in prior simulations of tremor propagation from tremorogenic joint torques to
tremulous joint displacements, we input equal torque into all DOF (including SFE) and likewise
found that the torque in SFE was not a significant contributor to the pattern of tremor
propagation [26].
4.3.5

Simulation without validation

Lastly, these principles were based entirely on simulation results and were not validated by
experiments. We have recently recorded both the inputs (sEMG in the 15 muscles in our model)
and outputs (joint displacement in the 7 DOF in our model) in 23 patients with ET. We plan to
combine these data with our model to experimentally validate (and revise where necessary) the
principles derived from simulated tremor propagation.
4.4

Conclusion
The aim of this research was to establish principles governing the propagation of tremor all

the way from tremorogenic muscle activity to tremulous joint displacement. As discussed in
Davidson and Charles [26], tremor propagation through the upper limb should be viewed as the
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result of a MIMO system whose dynamics include both filtering and mixing. Using a MIMO
model that approximated the excitation-contraction dynamics of muscle and the geometry and
impedance of the musculoskeletal system of the upper limb, we evaluated and revised the tremor
propagation principles previously established for musculoskeletal impedance alone [26],
resulting in the following, partially revised principles: 1) The distribution of tremor depends
strongly on musculoskeletal dynamics; 2) The spreading of tremor is due to inertial coupling
(primarily) and musculoskeletal geometry (secondarily); 3) Tremor spreads narrowly; 4)
Assuming uniform distribution of tremorogenic activity among upper-limb muscles (i.e. an equal
proportion of the maximum force in each muscle), tremor increases proximal-distally, and the
contribution from muscles increases proximal-distally; 5) Increasing inertia can decrease or
increase tremor; and 6) Increasing viscoelasticity can decrease or increase tremor.
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the obstacles to developing effective peripheral
tremor suppression devices is that we do not currently know where to intervene, in part because
we do not know where in the upper limb the tremor originates mechanically, how it propagates,
and where it manifests the most. Based solely on the system (and not the input), the principles
listed above indicate that tremor treatments targeting muscles (e.g. electrical stimulation [58] or
botox injections [59]) should focus first on the distal muscles, and devices targeting DOF (e.g.
passive orthoses [60] or active exoskeletons [61]) should focus first on the distal DOF. For
example, assuming 8 Hz tremorogenic activity uniformly distributed across all muscles (Figure
8), our model estimates that the six distal-most muscles (BRD-ECU), whose bellies are close to
each other in the forearm, cause 63% of the magnitude of the tremor components caused by all
muscles, and the three distal-most DOF (FPS, WFE, and WRUD), which roughly intersect at the
wrist joint, exhibit 83% of the magnitude of the tremor components observed in all DOF.
Of course, tremor also depends on the input (i.e. the strength of tremorogenic activity in each
muscle), and future research is needed to characterize the distribution of tremorogenic activity
among the muscles of the upper limb in tremor patients. Combining such measurements with
simulations of tremor propagation could allow one to determine which muscles are most
responsible for an individual patient’s tremor, and where to intervene to suppress tremor in an
optimal manner.
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Appendix: Moment Arm Conversion
General derivation
The values in the moment-arm matrix (𝑀) were taken from OpenSim, which expresses
shoulder rotations using a 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′ Euler-angle sequence. However, in our model we used a 𝑍𝑋′𝑌′′
sequence for the shoulder. Therefore, we transformed the 3-by-15 submatrix of 𝑀 associated
with the shoulder (the top three rows of the moment-arm matrix in Table 2) from 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′ to
𝑍𝑋′𝑌′′ as follows.
Muscle force (𝑓⃑) can be transformed into torque expressed in terms of a 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′ sequence
(𝜏⃑

) or a 𝑍𝑋′𝑌′′ sequence (𝜏⃑

where 𝑀

and 𝑀

):

𝜏⃑

𝑀

𝑓⃑

(Eq. 1)

𝜏⃑

𝑀

𝑓⃑

(Eq. 2)

are the moment-arm matrices expressed in 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′ and 𝑍𝑋′𝑌′′,

respectively. Solving each equation for 𝑓⃑, equating the resulting equations, and solving for
𝜏⃑

yields
𝜏⃑

𝑀

To find the relationship between 𝜏⃑

𝑀

𝜏⃑

and 𝜏⃑

(Eq. 3)

, one can express these two torque vectors in

the universal frame (𝑋𝑌𝑍), where they are the same. If 𝜏⃑
the elements of 𝜏⃑
0
0
𝑎

𝜏⃑

𝑎

𝑏

𝑐

(i.e. 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are

projected along the 𝑍, 𝑋′, and 𝑌′′ axes), then

𝑅 𝛼

𝑏
0
0

𝑅 𝛼 𝑅

𝛽

0
𝑐
0

0
0
1

cos 𝛼
sin 𝛼
0

sin 𝛼 cos 𝛽 𝑎
cos 𝛼 cos 𝛽 𝑏
𝑐
sin 𝛽

𝐶𝜏⃑

(Eq. 4)
where 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are the Euler/Cardan angles associated with rotations about 𝑍, 𝑋′, and 𝑌′′,
respectively, and 𝑅 𝛼 , 𝑅

𝛽 , and 𝑅

𝛾 are the corresponding rotation matrices (the third

rotation axis, angle, and matrix do not contribute to the transformation). Likewise, if 𝜏⃑
𝑑

𝑒
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𝑓 , then

𝜏⃑

0
𝑑
0

𝑅 𝛿

𝑒
0
0

𝑅 𝛿 𝑅

0
𝑓
0

𝜀

0
1
0

cos 𝛿
0
sin 𝛿

sin 𝛿 sin 𝜀 𝑑
𝑒
cos 𝜀
cos 𝛿 sin 𝜀 𝑓

𝐷𝜏⃑

(Eq. 5)
where 𝛿, 𝜀, and 𝜑 are the Euler/Cardan angles associated with rotations about 𝑌, 𝑋′, and 𝑌′′,
respectively, and 𝑅 𝛿 , 𝑅

𝜀 , and 𝑅

𝜑 are the corresponding rotation matrices. Here we

made use of the rotation convention used in Robotics [45] as opposed to the convention used in
Dynamics [62].
Combining equations 4-5 and solving for 𝜏⃑
𝜏⃑

𝐶

yields

𝐷 𝜏⃑

(Eq. 6)

(incidentally, this is the same relationship that links the angular velocities expressed as 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′
and 𝑍𝑋′𝑌′′ sequences: 𝜔⃑

𝐶

𝐷 𝜔⃑

).

Comparing Eq. 6 to Eq. 3 gives
𝑀

𝑀

𝐶

𝐷

Therefore,
𝑀

𝐶

𝐷𝑀

(Eq. 7)

Calculating the 𝐶 and 𝐷 matrices in Eq. 7 required a knowledge of Euler/Cardan
angles in the 𝑍𝑋′𝑌′′ frame (𝛼 and 𝛽) and in the 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′ frame (𝛿 and 𝜀), but
typically only one set of Euler/Cardan angles was known. To calculate the other
set, we noted that the rotation matrices of the two sets must be equal:
𝑅 𝛼 𝑅
𝑠𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑠𝛾 𝑐𝛼𝑐𝛾
𝑐𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑠𝛾 𝑠𝛼𝑐𝛾
𝑐𝛽𝑠𝛾

𝑠𝛼𝑐𝛽
𝑐𝛼𝑐𝛽
𝑠𝛽

𝛽 𝑅

𝛾

𝑅 𝛿 𝑅

𝑠𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑐𝛾 𝑐𝛼𝑠𝛾
𝑐𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑐𝛾 𝑠𝛼𝑠𝛾
𝑐𝛽𝑐𝛾

𝜀 𝑅

𝜑

𝑠𝛿𝑐𝜀𝑠𝜑 𝑐𝛿𝑐𝜑 𝑠𝛿𝑠𝜀 𝑠𝛿𝑐𝜀𝑐𝜑 𝑐𝛿𝑠𝜑
𝑠𝜀𝑠𝜑
𝑐𝜀
𝑠𝜀𝑐𝜑
𝑐𝛿𝑐𝜀𝑠𝜑 𝑠𝛿𝑐𝜑 𝑐𝛿𝑠𝜀 𝑐𝛿𝑐𝜀𝑐𝜑 𝑠𝛿𝑠𝜑
(Eq. 8)

where 𝑠 and 𝑐 represent sine and cosine, respectively. Therefore, we inserted the known set of
angles into Eq. 8 and solved for the other set, calculated 𝐶 and 𝐷 using Eq. 4 and 5, and finally
determined 𝑀
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using Eq. 7.

Default posture
In the default posture (Posture 1 in Figure 2), all angles in both sets are zero. Inserting these
values into Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 to calculate 𝐶 and 𝐷, and then inserting 𝐶 and 𝐷 into Eq. 7 yields
0
0
1

𝑀
0
𝑀

𝑀
1,1

0
1
0

0
0 𝑀
1

0
2,1
𝑀

3,1

𝑀

𝑀
1,2

0
2,2
𝑀

3,2

𝑀

𝑀
1,3

2,3
𝑀

3,3

We note the following two insights:
1. The third row of 𝑀

is the sum of the first and third rows of 𝑀

. As mentioned

above, in the default posture, the 𝑌𝑋 𝑌 angle sequence is in gimbal lock: 𝑌 and 𝑌 are
aligned, and there are infinitely many ways to divide the total torque about the 𝑌

𝑌

axis among the 𝑌- and 𝑌 -axes. Consequently, there are infinitely many ways to divide
the moment arms among the first and third rows of 𝑀

. For example, assigning all of

the moment arms to the first row and zeros to the third row, or assigning all of the
moment arms to the third row and zeros to the first row, or assigning half of each moment
arm to the first and third rows are all acceptable options (incidentally, OpenSim follows
the second example). The important thing is that no matter how the moment arms are
divided among the 𝑌- and 𝑌 -axes of the 𝑌𝑋 𝑌 frame, the sum of the moment arms is
appropriately assigned to the 𝑌 axis of the 𝑍𝑋 𝑌 frame.
2. No matter how the moment arms are divided among the first and third rows of 𝑀
the top row of 𝑀

,

will always be zero even though some muscles have non-zero

moment arms about the 𝑍-axis. Consequently, the torque about the 𝑍-direction (shoulder
flexion-extension) will always be zero, no matter how much force is applied about this
axis. This is obviously a limitation, which is also caused by the gimbal lock of the 𝑌𝑋′𝑌′′
system in the default posture: since 𝑌′′ is aligned with 𝑌, and 𝑋′ is aligned with 𝑋, the
𝑌𝑋 𝑌 frame has no component in the 𝑍-direction. Consequently, 𝑀

does not

contain any information about moment arms about the 𝑍-axis, and no transformation can
yield this information. In other words, the moment-arm matrix from OpenSim, or any
34

transformation of this moment-arm matrix (including 𝑀

in our model), cannot

provide information about torques produced about the 𝑍-direction. Fortunately, when the
limb is moved away from the default posture, 𝑌′′ and 𝑌 are no longer aligned, the 𝑌𝑋 𝑌
frame has a non-zero component in the 𝑍-direction, and this limitation vanishes (see
Limitations section in Discussion).
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5

Tables and Table Captions
#

Muscle

Abbrev.

DELT1
Anterior Deltoid
DELT2
Lateral Deltoid
DELT3
Posterior Deltoid
PECM2
Pectoralis Major
BIClong
Long Head Biceps Brachii
BICshort
Short Head Biceps Brachii
TRIlong
Long Head of Triceps Brachii
TRIlat
Lateral Head of Triceps Brachii
BRA
Brachialis
BRD
Brachioradialis
PT
Pronator Teres
FCR
Flexor Carpi Radialis
FCU
Flexor Carpi Ulnaris
Extensor Carpi Radials
ECRB/
14
(brevis and longus together)
ECRL
ECU
15 Extensor Carpi Ulnaris
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1218.9
1103.5
201.6
658.3
525.1
316.8
771.8
717.5
1177.4
276
557.2
407.9
479.8

Scaled
Peak Force
1.00
0.91
0.17
0.54
0.43
0.26
0.63
0.59
0.97
0.23
0.46
0.33
0.39

589.8

0.48

192.9

0.16

Peak Force [N]

Table 1. Muscles included in the model, with peak force values [36-38] used as gains in
matrix C.
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DELT1 DELT2 DELT3 PECM2 BIClong BICshort TRIlong TRIlat BRA BRD

PT

FCR FCU

ECRB/
ECU
ECRL

SFE

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SAA

-15.5*

34.1*

17.9*

-56.5*

5.33†

-30.7*

-6.93

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SIER

5.08*

1.88*

-8.58*

9.61†

5.84

4.19*

-4.88

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

EFE

0

0

0

0

45.8†

45.8†

-19.6† -19.6† 22.7† 78.6† 14.5† 13.0† 13.6† 13.1† -2.66†

FPS

0

0

0

0

-12.8†

-12.8†

0

0

0

WFE

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14.9* 14.9* -11.5* -6.30†

WRUD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-7.47* 21.8* -17.3* 25.1*

5.09† 9.95† 1.97† 1.17† -0.22‡ -0.69†

Table 2. Default moment-arm matrix for Posture 1 (in mm). Each element represents the
moment arm of a given muscle (column) in a given DOF (row). Shaded values indicate the
largest moment arm of a given muscle; only these values were retained for simulations without
moment arm coupling. Using an arm model representing a 10th or 90th percentile male (by
height) instead of the default model (50th percentile male) changed moment arms by different
amounts; changes of 1-5%, 8-11%, and 23-36% are indicated by *, †, and ‡, respectively.
Muscle abbreviations are given in Table 1. DOF abbreviations are defined as follows (positive
direction listed first): SFE, SAA, SIER represent shoulder flexion-extension, adductionabduction, and internal-external rotation; EFE and FPS represent elbow flexion-extension and
forearm pronation-supination; and WFE and WRUD represent wrist flexion-extension and ulnarradial deviation, respectively. Negative moment-arm values indicate resultant torques in the
negative direction for that DOF. An explanation of the top row of zeros is given in the Appendix
and discussed in the Limitations section of the Discussion.
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6 Figures and Figure Captions

Figure 1. Model of upper limb neuromusculoskeletal dynamics used to simulate tremor
propagation. The excitation-contraction dynamics of muscle low-pass filters muscle activity into
muscle force; the musculoskeletal geometry of the limb mixes force from various muscles into
joint torques; and the mechanical impedance filters and mixes joint torques, resulting in joint
displacement. 𝑡 and 𝑡 are time constants representing the dynamics of muscle excitation and
contraction, respectively; 𝐶 is the gain between muscle activity and muscle force; 𝑀 is a matrix
of moment arms; 𝐼, 𝐷, and 𝐾 are matrices representing the coupled joint inertia, damping, and
stiffness, respectively.
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Figure 2. Methodological details. (A) Input muscle activity was approximated by triangular
waves, based on experimentally observed sEMG in tremor patients. Shown are detrended,
rectified, and low-pass filtered sEMG signals from Pectoralis Major (solid gray) and Lateral
Deltoid (dashed gray) muscles from a subject with severe tremor, compared to triangular waves
(black). (B) Magnitude ratio of first sub-model (excitation-contraction dynamics, with default
values and 𝐶

1), along with the Fourier transforms of the input signal, 𝒖 (5 Hz triangle wave

of width 110ms), and the output, 𝒇. (C) The dynamics of the first sub-model (muscle excitationcontraction dynamics) are illustrated by the sub-model’s impulse response, which represents a
muscle twitch (simulated using default values and 𝐶

1). (D) Postures included in our

simulation. Posture 1 is the default posture. Postures 2-4 were used in the sensitivity analysis.
Posture 2: hand in front of mouth, representing feeding and grooming activities; Posture 3: hand
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in workspace in front of abdomen, representing many activities of daily living; Posture 4: arm
somewhat outstretched, representing reaching. Joint angles for each posture are given in [26].
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Figure 3. Progression through the model, from input in a single muscle (triceps longus; 5Hz
triangle wave with of width 110ms) to muscle force in that same muscle, joint torque in the DOF
crossed by that muscle, and joint displacement in all DOF (DOF colors indicated at the bottom of
the figure). Both the transient and steady-state responses are visible.
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Figure 4. Impulse responses of all 105 input-output relationships, organized into subplots by
input muscle (listed in each subplot) and color-coded by output DOF (color code listed below
figure).
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Figure 5. Settling times of the impulse responses of the 105 input-output relationships shown
in Figure 4, showing the trend that settling times decrease proximal-distally for both inputs
(muscles) and outputs (DOF). The settling time was defined as the time required for the impulse
response to remain within 2% of its steady-state value.
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Figure 6. Magnitude ratios of all 105 input-output relationships in the tremor band (4-12
Hz), organized by input muscle (listed in each subplot) and color coded by output DOF (color
code listed below figure). The units of the magnitude ratio are the units of the output
displacement (rad) divided by the units of the input muscle activity (arbitrary units).
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Figure 7. Phasor plot of the frequency response at 8 Hz (middle of the tremor band), grouped
by output DOF (listed above each subplot) and color coded by input muscle. The numeric value
on each subplot indicates the radius of the outer circle (in rad/a.u.; see caption of Figure 6).
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Figure 8. Magnitude ratios for all 105 input-output relationships at 8 Hz (middle of tremor
band), showing that the distal DOF exhibit the most tremor, and that most of this tremor comes
from the distal muscles (and, for FPS, from the biceps muscles). This trend was largely
consistent throughout the tremor band. The last column shows the mean magnitude ratio for each
row. The units of the magnitude ratio are rad/a.u. (see caption of Figure 6).
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Figure 9. Coupling analysis. Each subplot shows the magnitude ratio at 8 Hz (middle of
tremor band) for a given input muscle (listed in each subplot), listed by output DOF (horizontal
axis) for the default model (solid blue circles), a model with coupling due to inertia but not
moment arms (𝐼, empty red circles), and a model with coupling due to moment arms but not
inertia (𝑀, empty yellow circles). For the majority of input-output cases, spreading due to inertia
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only (red) is more similar to the full model than spreading due to moment arms only (yellow),
indicating that inertia spreads tremor more than musculoskeletal geometry (i.e. moment arms).
The units of the magnitude ratio are rad/a.u. (see caption of Figure 6).

Figure 10. Results of sensitivity analysis. (A) Effect of varying muscle time constants t1 and
t2. (B) Effect of changing moment arms from default model (50th percentile male) to 10th or 90th
percentile male. The line of the 10th percentile male is nearly indistinguishable from the 50th
percentile male. (C) Changes to total summed magnitude ratio at 8 Hz for each DOF for different
postures. The units of the magnitude ratio are rad/a.u. (see caption of Figure 6)
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